Accent Keys

- The GRAVE key is the low tone accent `, as in à è í ò ù.
- The SHIFT+GRAVE key is the low-nasal accent ˛̀ as in ą̀ ę̀ ǫ̀.
- The LEFT-BRACKET key is the nasal accent ˛ as in à ę ǫ.
- The SHIFT+LEFT-BRACKET key is the circumflex accent ˆ as in â ê ô.
- The RIGHT-BRACKET key is the high-nasal accent ˛́ as in ą́ ę́ ǫ́.
- The SHIFT+RIGHT-BRACKET key is the háček accent ˇ as in ǎ ě ǒ.
- The SLASH key is the high tone accent ´ as in á é í ó ú.
- The equals key is the underline accent. The underlined characters dz, s, ts, and z can also be typed using the RIGHT-ALT key, so that RIGHT-ALT+t is ts and RIGHT-ALT+D is Dz. All caps TS and DZ must be typed using the equals key.

Symbols used in Beaver linguistics

æ : Right-Alt a, ə : Right-Alt e, ı : Right-Alt i, ʊ : Right-Alt u, ỹ : Right-Alt y

Keyboard Downloads and Installation Instructions

- Mac and Windows keyboards can be downloaded from: http://www.languagegeek.com/keyboard_general/all_keyboards.html
- Mac installation instructions: http://www.languagegeek.com/keyboard_general/mac_installation1.html
- Fonts download: http://www.languagegeek.com/font/fontdownload.html
- If these links are outdated, please go to the Languagegeek.com home-page and navigate with the menus to find the relevant pages.